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" Cavitation Experiments at Butterfly Valves

in Water and in Sodium at 850 K ", K. MENDTE,

J. KLEMM, INTERATOM, F.R.G.

ABSTRACT

Throttling valves fabricated by Gebrüder Adams, Bochum will

be installed in the SNR-3OO plant, serving as flow control

devices during postscram operation. Valves of the same type

were used in the pump test facility at INTERATOM (APB) to

throttle down the sodium pump head. This test loop was to

demonstrate at the same time that the prototype SNR valves

could withstand the design conditions (flow and temperature)

during endurance tests.

To optimize the pump test facility design, a 350 mm diameter

valve was tested in water under cavitational conditions.

With the aid of calculational method described herein, the

hydraulic kinetic relationships of the throttled flow could

1.

predict the influences leading to cavitation. The results

of the calculational model showed close agreement with that,

actually incurred during visual observations.

Valves of the same type and in 350 mm a- well as in 600 mm

diameter sizes were again cavitation tested in sodium. Du-

ring this test, in addition to the hydraulic data, noise

measurements were taken using accelerometers. Concerning

such tests, the following inherent difficulties are to be

noted:

a) The noise measurements would register influences of

general entrained bubbles (gas and vapor bubbles)

causing increased attenuation of the noise in the medium

of transmission. Therefore, it is mandatory that the

loop be carefully degassed to enable measurement of the

cavitational bubbles.

b) The primary function of these valves in the test loop

APB is to dissipate the pressure head of the pump being

tested. Through energy dissipation across the valves,

they become strong sources of noise generation, in broad-

band frequency levels at these locations up to a factor

50 larger than those at the pump.

The cavitation dependent vaporizing noise, developed by

incipient cavitation, was, inspite of background noise,

measurable. Similar to that for the water test runs, in-

cipient cavitation was detected at the valves when

the corresponding o worths were between 0.15 to 0.20.

Introduction

Throttling butterfly valves fabricated by Gebrüder Adams,

Bochum (see Fig. 1) will be installed in the 600 mm

diameter piping in SNR-300. They will serve as flow con-

trol during postscram operation. Valves of the same type

with 350 mm and 600 wm diameters are needed in the pump

test facility at INTERATOM (APB) to dissipate the pump

head. These throttling valves have been operated in so-

dium for more than 8000 hours.
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Fig. 1: Butterfly Valve with 600 mm Diameter,

Fabricated by Gebrüder Adams, Bochum

C1S7 and £"13J. It is presumed that the outflow at the

valve is accelerated without loss, and that the pressure

drop across the valve is dependent on the effective

cross-section of the flow channel relative to the free

cross-section of the opening. The pressure drop in the

vicinity of a throttle presents itself primarily along

the run behind the smallest cross-section, having a

maximum speed V . The vicinity of the again-undisturbed

flow (V) lies somewhat behind the throttling point.

»moi
pm,n

2. Measurements in Water

To optimize the test loop APB design, a 350 mm butter-

fly valve was operated in a water test loop, at the firm

Stork, Hengelo to carry out cavitation measurements.

To observe the cavitation, sight glasses were installed

ahead of and behind the butterfly valve. At both posi-

tions, illumination was introduced from below. During

normal operation without cavitation the light from both

illuminated sources came through. The commencing of de-

gassing in water and the later incipient formation of

cavitational vapor - characterized by crackling noise -

could be distinctly discerned. Subsequently, the out-

gassing consisted of a multiple of small bubbles, whereby

the illumination from below is not dulled. Then, upon

encountering cavitation, large bubbles were formed,

whereupon the illumination became gradually decreased

until the light became entirely obliterated.

The pressure drop across the throttling butterfly valve

is calculated analogously to the flow relationships at

an orifice. This calculational method is described in
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The calculation of the maximum speed V in the con-
IMaX

striction and the related cavitation factor o can be

determined with the aid of measured data. The ob-

served bubble and noise formations can be subdivided

into 3 regions which are related to the o worths, i.e.

they are cavitation dependent.
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1) "First symptoms of bubbles"

Slight initial bubble formation becomes discernable

through the sight glass behind the valve being tested.

No noise is yet to be detected. Cavitation can not

be said to have taken place. It concerns more with

outgassing of entrained air in water.

The bubble formation becomes more pronounced. Slight

minute noise can be heard behind the test valve.

The light below the sight glass behind the valve be-

comes much obscured because of the bubbles.

3) "Very pronounced_bubble_formation and noise"

The noise becomes very pronounced and rattling. The

light below the sight glass ahead of the valve being

tested was still clearly illuminated. However, the

light behind the valve was no longer discernable.

It is shown that the calculated cavitational factors

(0 worths) and the regions of bubble and noise formations

are distinctly related, i.e. the calculated runs of the

throttling conditions are interdependent.

3. Measurements in Sodium

Parallel to the cavitation tests at the prototype pump

for StIR-300 which were reported during the Cavitation

Conference in Edinburgh, in 197M £"2,3.17, other cavi-

tation measurements were taken in sodium at the thrott-

ling valves installed in the APB. The test loop was

built to facilitate the generation of cavitation by re-

duction of the system pressure. It was possible to drop

the static pressure in the vicinity of the flow con-

striction with increased V_, , thus triggering the

cavitation-associated vaporization.

The thermodynsmic conception of cavitation is based on

the point of view that cavitation is, in essence, a

boiling process. The boiling of a liquid, as well as the

phenomenon of cavitation, is a thermal process and de-

pendent on the liquid properties viz. temperature,

latent heat of vaporization, specific heat and the ratio

of specific volume of liquid and vapor. Various authors

have treated £"4,5,6.17 the subject in detail, thus it

doesn't need to be further related. It can, however, be

concluded that the thermal cavitation criterion for

sodium of 850 K is nearly the same as that for water

of room temperature (300 K ) , at equal values of the

vapor pressure.

It is well known that cavitation in hydraulic machines

can be detected by means of noise measurements £"6,7,8,9.17.

The sound produced by cavitation can be measured in

different ways:
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1) with the aid of a microphone close to the outside

surface of the machine

2) with an accelerometer on the structure of the machine

3) with a hydrophone in the liquid.

Some authors show ZT8,9I7 that there is a correlation

between the level of the cavitation noise and the ero-

sion intensity.

Gas bubbles in the fluid of an hydraulic machine affect

the acoustical properties of the system. The trans-

mission of sound (v.'i* nation) from one position to another

and the damping of the system may be changed. These

effects are frequency-dependent and are related to the

size and the number of the bubbles. Most of the effects

can be explained by considering the bubbles, together

with some "added mass", as damped mass-spring systems.

Classic papers on this subject are given by Minnaert

£110.17 and by Meyer and Skudrzyk /TllJ. The resonance

frequency of spherical gas bubbles in a liquid is ClOU:

fo = 1_
2T. R

(5)

where RQ is the radius of the bubbles, P the hydrostatic

pressure in the liquid (and the bubble), p the density

of the liquid, c /c the specific heat ratio of the gas

andrthe coefficient of surface tension at the gas-liquid

interface.

Reference C3J reports that for uniformly small argon

bubbles in liquid sodium with gas contents less than

10 , the attenuation shows a sharp peak at the reso-

nance frequency of the separate bubbles. The level of

this peak is dependent on the free gas content. This

implies that a bubble size distribution can be obtained

from a frequency analysis of the attenuation. For the

detection of gas bubbles generated by gaseous cavi-

tation in a hydraulic machine the accelerometer or hy-

drophone should be situated at some distance from the

cavitating region. Frequencies from, for instance,

100 Hz to about 100 kHz can be measured, but due to the

unknown source strength the results may only be quali-

tative.

In the case presented above, a problem arises in the

measurement of the cavitational noise. In that the pri-

mary function of the throttling valves was to dissipate

the pump head, these valves were already noise gene-

rators, through their energy dissipation, prior to for-

mation of incipient cavitation. Contrary to the pump

test runs, which had been taken from an optimum operating

condition into a cavitating state, the throttling valves

had been operating with a tremendous handicap. A signi-

ficant amount of noise was generated at the throttling

valves, due to energy dissipation, such that cavita-

tional noise could not be deciphered therefrom.

For these reasons, accelerometers of the type used for

pump noise detection were also installed at various lo-

cations in the circuit, especially close to both

throttling valves (see Fig. 4).

Frequency spectra of the noise for various operating con-

ditions and loop locations were Fourier-analyzed and

evaluated over a frequency range.

eeoo
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The high frequency noise in the loop arose mainly from

large pressure reduction at the 3 50 mm butterfly valve,

accentuated by high velocity due to the pipe reducer

and with lesser degree from the high velocity flow at

the 600 mm valve, at the final pressure reducer and at

the pump (see Fig. 5).

The presence of free gas bubbles hinders the detection

of the cavitation inception, because there is no distinc-

tive mark between gas and vapor bubbles during the ca-

vitation.

Fig. 5

fKEOUENCr IKHI)

VIBRATION MEASUREMENT DURING
NORMAL OPERATION

Free gas bubbles in the liquid sodium may also affect

cavitation inception ZT8,9J7. A rough calibration of the

acoustical gas detection in the APB had shown that an in-

jection of 2.5 ml argon distributed in the system was mi-

nimally detectable by the sensors. At a volume of the

system of 25 m this means that a void fraction of 10~

was measured.

Because of gas bubbles in the loop there was a relaxation

time of more than one hour, associated with normalization

noise levels, after reduction in pump inlet pressure (see

Fig. 6).

This diagram shows the high frequency characteristic noise

curves at the pump. One recognizes that during reduction

of pump suction pressure from 1 bar to 0.75 bar, a momen-

tary suppression of all of the monitored frequencies down

to about 12 dB takes place. This effect can be traced to

the presence of increased quantities of bubbles in the sodium.
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The suppressed noise levels return, after a time e.Lapse

of approx. 1.5 hours, towards their initial values, as

long as there is no cavitation present. Further lowering

of pump suction to a value low enough (measurable reduc-

tion in pump delivery head) brings the pump into cavi-

tation and the noise levels no longer return to their

initial values. From above, one can deduce that during the

first pressure reduction, bubbles were created mostly by

the release of dissolved cover gas in sodium, due to the

lowering of the equilibrium level of entrainment. During

the second pressure reduction, bubbles were produced not

only by release of dissolved gas but also by release of

sodium vapor attributable to cavitation.

The steady-state noise levels are those equilibrium values

reached after a time elapse, per Fig. 6. The duration of

this time elapse (relaxation time) depended on the plant

conditions. It is noted that all of the noise measurements

were taken when the plant ha.1 been fully stabilized.

The cavitation tests in the APB were performed in the

following way:



a. The system was carefully degassed.

b. The static pressure at the suction side in the system

was brought at a value which is normal for operation

conditions.

c. This pressure was held constant until the acoustical

methods showed a stable situation; in most cases the

situation was judged based on the active or passive

80 kHz-signals at the positions 19 and 20 and on the

accelerations measured on the pump; in general the

stabilization took one or two hours.

d. The static pressure at the suction side was lowered in

steps; measurements were done after stabilization of

the signals.
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e. Sometimes the reverse procedure was followed (pressure

from low to high values); in most cases the results

were similar to those of the other procedure.

The power spectra of the noise measurements at the 600 mm

diameter throttling valve were evaluated. Simultaneously,

the attendant hydraulic data such as flows and pressures

were evaluated in accordance with the aforementioned cal-

culational method, to determine cavitation factor a. The

results of these test runs are represented in Figures 7

and 8.

The observations attained during the water test;runs are

surprisingly in agreement with those runs in socjium. From

the noise spectra runs, it has been distinctly discerned

that bubbles were formed at o worths of 0.17 to 0.18.

Fig. 7
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During the water tests, as shown in Fig. 3, bubble for-

mations were likewise discerned at a a worth of 0.2.

The slight deviation between the water and the sodium runs

was practically insignificant when one takes into account

that prior to the sodium runs, marked precautions were

made to degas the test loop.

of energy dissipation because of distinct reduction of

flow and pressure drop stemming from a "boiling" state.

Basically similar results were also measured at the

350 mm throttling valve (see Fig. 10).
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Another aspect of the results shown in Fig. 3 represents

measured noise during the cavitation runs as a function of

energy dissipation across the 600 mm throttling valve (see

Fig. 9).
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For power dissipations larger than 210 kW, the attendant

o worths are more than 0.2, i.e. they lie out of the ca-

vitation region. For slightly lower power dissipations, i.e.

between 208 and 210 kW, the o worths are scattered within

0.08 and 0.15 to 0.2 in a region where incipient cavi-

tation commences. Below 208 kW, the runs lie in an ad-

vanced cavitation region where there is noticeable reduction
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At this location in the circuit, the flow rate is sig-

nificantly increased because of the marked reduction of

the pipe cross-section at this position. The broadband

frequency noise level at this smaller throttling valve

runs more than 20 dB higher than that at the pump. At the

pump, proportionally more lower frequency constituents

were measured, whereas at the valve more higher frequency

constituents above 10 kHz were noted.

From the test evaluation, it can be shown that with the

aid of induced vibration detectors incipient cavitation

in sodium can be measured. In this respect, the conditions

are analogous to those in water. Comparative intrinsic
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effects are not available by these measurements, for

we have no qualitative comparison relative to the po-

tential degree of cavitation damage that can ensure.

In the literature opinions differ in critically

judging the adverse effects and damage encountered

£Tl2,13_7. We are inclined towards the more conserva-

tive view that normal operations should be as inci-

pient cavitation-free as possible for the sake of com-

ponents in a test loop or in the LMFBR.

4. Conclusion

1. The tests provide valuable results, demonstrating

how potential energy in a pump test loop should be

dissipated and thus enabling an optimum design.

To facilitate cavitation-free operation of the

throttling butterfly valves and of orifices, the

factor at the pertinent valves should be larger

than 0.2, as a design criterion.

2. The use of induced noise measurement to detect ca-

vitation, and its usefulness in sodium test runs,

has been verified again.

3. Acoustic detection «ith the aid of highly attuned

accelerometers provide good interpretable results,

even when the random background noise due to energy

dissipation is as much as a factor 50 larger than

that at the pump.
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9 " Cavitation Problems in Sodium Valves",

X. ELIE, C.E.A., Franco.

ABSTRACT :

Cavitation poses fuw pi*ohlcms for sodium valves, in

spite of the fact that tho loops arc not pressurized.

This is no doubt due to the low flow velocities in the

pipes.

For auxiliary loop valves wo are attempting to

standardize performniiccs with inspect to cavitation.

For economic reasons cavitation thresholds are

approacT.ed with large diameter valves.

Introduction

Valves are, by nature, mechanisms in which the flow

is disturbed ; often fluid speeds are greater there

than in the pipe itself. They are therefore points where

cavitation is likely to occur.

As Sodium loops are not pressurized, valves must be

designed and operated with allowance for cavitation

phenomena.

Practically all sodium valves are used for isolation

only (to shut off flow). Except for highly specialized

cases we are thus concerned only with the behaviour of

valves in "fully open" position. Cavitation is considered

acceptable during valve opening and closing cycles.

Xn this paper we shall examine the problems that arise

for :

— auxiliary loop and test loop valves with nominal

diameter of 300 mm maximum ;

largo diameter valves,i.o . valves for reactor

secondary loops.

AUXILIARY CIRCUIT VALVES

At the present stage of L.M.F.B.R. development it

has become necessary to develop̂  a limited number of

sodium valve models of reliable technology with perfor-

mances adequate for large-scale secondary loop and test

loop applications.

We have therefore defined general operating speci-

fications for valves up to 300 mm diameter*. One of

these specifications is relevant to cavitation phenomena :

"With the valve open, no cavitation should be detec-

ted for a sodium flow rate of 7 meters per second in the

pipe, when the out-flow pressure is equal to atmospheric

pressure".

Compliance with this specification is checked during

qualification testing with sodium.

This general specification covers most service

requirements except for sodium loop quick drain valves :

a flow rate of 10 meters per second or even higher can

be reached in the drain lines. However, it has not been

considered necessary to provide a particular specification

for these valves which are rarely subjected to rated sodium

flow, and then only for short periods of time.

* C.E.A./DEDR/DRNR/STRS/Bureau de Valorisation -

Recommandation n" 3 - March
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